Pharmaceutical Gelatine

No other natural or synthetic polymer provides gelatine’s unique technological and biopharmaceutical advantages.

**Natural**

Gelatine is derived from natural sources. The ISO’s natural food standard/technical specification confirms gelatine as a natural excipient.

- **Clean Label Product**
- Most alternative capsule excipients are additives or chemically modified and therefore carry E-numbers.

**Sustainable**

The gelatine industry is part of the meat value chain and contributes to the circular economy.

**Safe**

Non-allergenic, fully digestible and compatible.

Dissolves perfectly at body temperature. High bioavailability, so the drug can quickly be reabsorbed by the body.

**Unique**

Gelatine exhibits all technical properties that capsules need:

- Excellent film-forming polymer
- Gelling properties
- Neutral in flavour and colour
- Excellent oxygen barrier

*Accounting for the most hard and soft capsule market revenue in 2019 (estimated).*